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Abstract 
Data mining is finding hidden rules in given dataset 
using non-traditional methods. The objective is to 
discover some useful tendency or patterns from the given 
collection of data. We had mined the rules representing 
the effect of cognitive style, subjective emotion, and 
physiological phenomena on the accuracy of subjects' 
judgmental time-series forecasting. Then we have tried to 
find out any consistent tendencies in the frequent rules. 
Subjects in Analytic-style show more accurate 
forecasting. Subjects in relaxed mode show more accurate 
forecasting. And Subjects’ left EEG and beta rhythm 
seem to have a significant effect on their forecasting 
accuracy. But additional data mining to the other effects 
should be made. 
 
Category: Technical 
Keywords: Data Mining, Emotion Engineering, 
Judgemental Forecasting 
Introduction 
The activities of judgmental time-series forecasting 
can be easily found in our real life, such as estimating the 
movement of stock exchange indexes, weather 
forecasting, and so on. Our study team has made so many 
experiments to analyze the effect of decision-maker's 
cognitive style, subjective emotion, and physiological 
measurements (electroencephalograms) on the result of 
intuitive time-series forecasting. Unfortunately, this 
experimental measurements itself could not easily reveal 
the effect or meaningful relationship between them 
without some new non-traditional approach. And we 
decided to apply data mining (Agrawal, Imielinski, and 
Swami, 1993; Barson and Smith, 1997; Chen, Han, and 
Yu, 1996; Frawley, Shapiro, and Matheus, 1991), a new 
approach to find something meaningful and hidden from 
the given collection of data, to our experimental 
measurements. 
Section 2 presents the experimental measurements as 
the dataset to be mined. Section 3 describes how we 
prepared the data mining. Section 4 presents our 
observations, and section 5 discusses the mining results 
and further research issues. 
Experimental Measurements 
Subjects 
The test was done in two times. At first, 29 students 
were used to get data about each cognitive style, 
physiological phenomena, and the accuracy of their 
forecasting results. And to collect more data for better 
mining result, additional 48 students were used to get data 
about each cognitive style, subjective emotion, 
physiological phenomena, and the accuracy of their 
forecasting results. Thus, the total number of subjects 
(and records) is 77. Only the number of records of 
subjective emotion is 48. 
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Cognitive Style 
According to the popular myers-Briggs Type Indicator 
(MBTI) test (Marakas, 1999; Myers, 1962), we classify 
all the subjects’ cognitive style into 4 categories: Analytic 
(A), Behavioral (B), Conceptual (C), and Directive (D). 
The number of subjects in A was 25 (32.5%), the number 
of B was 17 (22.0%), the number of C was 23 (29.9%), 
and the number of D was 12 (15.6%). 
Subjective Emotion 
The test on 48-students’ subjective emotion was based 
on two characteristics: positive or negative, and stressed 
or relaxed. There are 4 possible combinations: positive-
stressed, positive-relaxed, negative-stressed, and 
negative-relaxed. We measured each of these 4 index 
values two times each: before the forecasting begins, and 
after the forecasting was done. Thus each subject’s 
subjective emotion is represented with 8 values: 
- positive-stressed-before-forecasting, 
- positive-stressed-after-forecasting, 
- positive-relaxed-before-forecasting, 
- positive-relaxed-after-forecasting, 
- negative-stressed-before-forecasting, 
- negative-stressed-after-forecasting, 
- negative-relaxed-before-forecasting, and 
- negative-relaxed-after-forecasting. 
Physiological Phenomena 
We measured each subject’s electroencephalogram 
(EEG) values as their physiological phenomena before 
and during their forecasting. Alpha/beta rhythms in the 
region of left/right brain lobe were measured. So we could 
get up 8 values per one subject: 
- left-alpha-before-forecasting, 
- left-beta-before-forecasting, 
- right-alpha-before-forecasting, 
- right-beta-before-forecasting, 
- left-alpha-during-forecasting, 
- left-beta-during-forecasting, 
- right-alpha-during-forecasting, and  
- right-beta-during-forecasting. 
Forecasting Accuracy 
We use MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) to 
evaluate the accuracy of subjects’ forecasting results. The 
range of possible MAPE values is 0 to 1. The lower the 
MAPE value is, the better the accuracy should be. 
Preparation for Data Mining 
For each subject, we have 1 style value (A, B, C, or 
D), 8 (original) subjective emotion values (in numeric), 8 
(original) EEC values (in numeric), and 1 MAPE value 
(in numeric). In addition, we made some derived 
(statistical) values (in numeric) from original emotion 
data and EEG data for more macroscopic analysis: 
- The increasing ratio of positive-stressed values 
between before- and after-forecasting, 
- The increasing ratio of positive-relaxed values, 
- The increasing ratio of negative-stressed values, 
- The increasing ratio of negative-relaxed values, 
- The increasing ratio of left-alpha EEG values 
between before- and during forecasting, 
- The increasing ratio of left-beta EEG values, 
- The increasing ratio of right-alpha EEG values, 
- The increasing ratio of right-beta EEG values, 
- Total volume of left EEG before forecasting, 
- Total volume of left EEG during forecasting, 
- The increasing ratio of left EEG, 
- Total volume of right EEG before forecasting, 
- Total volume of right EEG during forecasting, 
- The increasing ratio of right EEG, 
- Total volume of alpha EEG before forecasting, 
- Total volume of alpha EEG during forecasting, 
- The increasing ratio of alpha EEG, 
- Total volume of beta EEG before forecasting, 
- Total volume of beta EEG during forecasting, 
- The increasing ratio of beta EEG, 
- Total volume of EEG before forecasting, 
- Total volume of EEG during forecasting, and 
- The increasing ratio of EEG. 
Data mining requires partitioning every continuous 
(numeric) value range into several zones. We partitioned 
all the numeric properties into three levels: high, low, and 
middle. Highest 30% was assigned to ‘high’; Lowest 30% 
was assigned to ‘low’; and the rest 40% was assigned to 
‘middle’. Thus 23 of 77 MAPE values were ‘high’, 31 of 
77 MAPE values were ‘middle’, and 23 of 77 MAPE 
values were said to be ‘low’. The same values at any 
boundary were considered to be ‘middle’. 
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The Mining Results 
So far, we have found so many rules (relationships) 
between arbitrary pair of properties. Infrequent rules were 
removed and we tried to find out any consistent 
tendencies in the rest frequent rules. The rest of this 
section consists of our observations. The portions of high 
accuracy (low MAPE), middle accuracy (middle MAPE), 
and low accuracy (high MAPE) will be written in this 
order in ‘(’ and ‘)’ at the end of any tendencies or rules. 
Observations on the Effect of Cognitive Style 
Observation 1: The subjects in style A had a tendency 
to make high accurate (low MAPE) forecasting (10/25, 
9/25, 6/25). 
Observation 2: The subjects in style B had a tendency 
to make low accurate forecasting (3/17, 8/17, 6/17). 
And we can’t find any meaningful tendencies in style 
C (7/23, 9/23, 7/23) and style D (3/12, 5/12, 4/12). 
Observations on the Effect of Subjective 
Emotion 
Observation 3: There was a tendency that regardless 
of positive or negative emotion, the higher relaxed level 
the subject shows at before-forecasting, the higher 
accuracy (s)he achieves, and when the lower relaxed level 
is shown, the lower accuracy is achieved. The evidence is: 
- negative-relaxed-before-forecasting (low)  
-> (4/11, 1/11, 6/11) 
- positive-relaxed-before-forecasting (mid)  
-> (5/22, 9/22, 8/22) 
- positive-relaxed-before-forecasting (high)  
-> (6/12, 3/12, 3/12) 
Observation 4: In contrast, there was a tendency that 
regardless of positive or negative emotion, the higher 
stressed level the subject shows at before-forecasting, the 
lower accuracy (s)he achieves, and when the lower 
stressed level is shown, the higher accuracy is achieved. 
The evidence is: 
- negative-stressed-before-forecasting (high)  
-> (3/12, 4/12, 5/12) 
- positive-stressed-before-forecasting (low)  
-> (5/11, 4/11, 2/11) 
- positive-stressed-before-forecasting (high)  
-> (2/10, 3/10, 5/10) 
Observation 5: There was a tendency that regardless 
of stressed or relaxed, the higher positive level the subject 
shows at after-forecasting, the higher accuracy (s)he 
achieves, and when the lower positive level is shown, the 
lower accuracy is achieved. The evidence is: 
- positive-stressed-after-forecasting (low)  
-> (3/15, 7/15, 5/15) 
- positive-stressed-after-forecasting (mid)  
-> (7/18, 7/18, 4/18) 
- positive-relaxed-after-forecasting (low)  
-> (3/16, 6/16, 7/16) 
- positive-relaxed-after-forecasting (mid)  
-> (7/17, 8/17, 2/17) 
Observation 6: And, there was a tendency that 
regardless of stressed or relaxed, when the subject shows 
high or low negative level at after-forecasting, (s)he 
would achieved high or low accuracy, and when the level 
is middle, the accuracy is middle, too. The evidence is: 
- negative-stressed-after-forecasting (low)  
-> (5/13, 3/13, 5/13) 
- negative-stressed-after-forecasting (high)  
-> (3/12, 6/12, 3/12) 
- negative-relaxed-after-forecasting (low)  
-> (5/13, 2/13, 6/13) 
- negative-relaxed-after-forecasting (high)  
-> (6/16, 4/16, 6/16) 
- negative-relaxed-after-forecasting (mid)  
-> (4/19, 12/19, 3/19) 
The tendencies in the Observation 5 and 6 may come 
from the fact that when a subject is confident of his(her) 
decision just before, (s)he feels happy; and when (s)he is 
diffident of his(her) decision just before, (s)he feels 
unhappy. 
Observations on the Effect of Physiological 
Phenomena 
Observation 7: There was a slight tendency that the 
accuracy is low when the total volume of EEG at before-
forecasting is low (7/23, 7/23, 9/23).  
But there was no evidence that the accuracy is high 
when the total volume of EEG at before-forecasting is 
high (6/23, 11/23, 6/23). 
Observation 8: There was a slight tendency that the 
accuracy is low when the total volume of EEG at during-
forecasting is low (6/23, 8/23, 9/23), and the accuracy is 
low when the total volume of EEG at before-forecasting 
is low (7/23, 11/23, 5/23).  
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From the Observation 7 and 8, we can’t find any 
distinct tendency between total volume of EEG and the 
accuracy. 
Observation 9: There was a tendency that the accuracy 
is low when the total beta volume at before-forecasting is 
low (7/23, 7/23, 9/23), and the accuracy is high when the 
total beta volume at before-forecasting is middle (11/31, 
12/31, 8/31). 
But we can’t find the effect of ‘high’ total beta volume 
at before-forecasting on the accuracy (6/23, 11/23, 6/23).  
Observation 10: There was a tendency that the 
accuracy is high when the increasing ratio of beta is low 
(i.e., when beta decreases) (7/23, 11/23, 5/23) or high 
(i.e., when beta increase significantly) (9/23, 7/23, 7/23), 
and the accuracy is low when the increasing ratio of beta 
is middle (i.e., when beta is relatively invariant) (7/31, 
13/31, 11/31). 
From the Observation 9 and 10, we can find the fact 
that the effect of beta rhythm on the accuracy is true. 
Observation 11: There was a tendency that the 
accuracy is low when the left EEG (alpha + beta) volume 
at during-forecasting is low (6/23, 8/23, 9/23), and the 
accuracy is high when the left EEG volume at during-
forecasting is middle (11/31, 12/31, 8/31). 
But we can’t find the effect of ‘high’ total EEG 
volume from the left-brain at during-forecasting on the 
accuracy (6/23, 11/23, 6/23). 
Observation 12: There was a tendency that the 
accuracy is high when the increasing ratio of left EEG is 
low (i.e., when the left EEG decreases) (9/23, 8/23, 6/23) 
or high (i.e., when the left EEG increase significantly) 
(8/23, 10/23, 5/23), and the accuracy is low when the 
increasing ratio of left EEG is middle (i.e., when the left 
EEG is relatively invariant) (6/31, 13/31, 12/31). 
From the Observation 11 and 12, we can find the fact 
that the effect of EEG from the left-brain lobe on the 
accuracy is true. 
Concluding Remarks 
Subjects in style A (Analytic) seem to be more 
accurate, and subjects in style B (Behavioral) seem to be 
less accurate. It means that if we hire analysts in style A, 
we would have more opportunity to be happy.  
Subjects in relaxed mode seem to be more accurate. It 
means that if we make our analysts relaxed, we would 
have more opportunity to be happy.  
Subjects’ left EEG and beta rhythm seem to have a 
significant effect on their forecasting accuracy. It means 
that if we can control our analysts’ left EEG and beta 
signal, we would have more opportunity to be happy.  
The effect of subjective emotion and physiological 
phenomena on the accuracy of style A (or B) subject’s 
forecasting, the effect of cognitive style and physiological 
phenomena on the accuracy of relaxed (or stressed) 
subject’s forecasting, and the effect of cognitive style and 
subjective emotion on the control over left EEG and beta 
signal are much worth analyzing in depth. Moreover, the 
effect of cognitive style on subjective emotion, the effect 
of cognitive style on EEG, the effect of subjective 
emotion on EEG, the effect of EEG on subjective 
emotion, and accurate subjects’ dominant cognitive style, 
dominant subjective emotion, and dominant EEG signal 
should be analyzed as well. 
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